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Additional reviews of Show Me God by Fred Heeren from Day Star Publications
“Brings the latest space results down to Earth—a story well told.” — John Mather, Ph.D., COBE satellite chief scientist,
co-winner of 2006 Nobel Prize in Physics for discovery of blackbody form of the microwave background radiation
“Of all the books that have appeared recently that integrate science and religion (and I've read them all), Show Me God
is by far the best. I eagerly await the appearance of the forthcoming volumes.” — G. James Royce, Ph.D., Professor of
Anatomy, University of Wisconsin Medical School
This volume ranks among the top, if not at the number one position, for Christian apologetic books aimed at the seeking
skeptic and the Christian wanting to expand his or her worldview. — Family of Faith
Show Me God shows how science is just catching up to what the Bible has taught all along… using the words of the
scientists whom skeptics most admire.” — Baptists Today
In Show Me God, Heeren is not out to marshal an argument so much as he is trying to answer the questions of the skeptic.
He does so in a readable, easy to understand style, mixed with humor, personal interviews, and a wealth of illustrations.
Heeren respects both his subject and his audience. That, combined with the book's visually appealing user- friendly,
multi-media format makes Show Me God easy to pick up, and hard to put down. — The Ivy Jungle Report—
A Quarterly Newsletter for People Who Minister to Collegians
A reminder of how big our God is... our age really does need it. — Erwin W. Lutzer, Senior Pastor, Moody Church
How timely! What a superb basis for a new kind of witnessing to post-modern man—building on the unimaginable
grandeur of the world God made! — Ralph D. Winter, Ph.D., General Director, U.S. Center for World Mission
Wonderful equipping for sharing the faith with those unbelievers who think science supports their skepticism.
— Terry Morrison, Ph.D., Director of Faculty Ministries, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
This is a unique and powerful book that will make it extremely difficult for the reader, and especially the skeptic,
to be neutral about God. — George Verwer, International Director, Operation Mobilization
Heeren has faithfully used "the things that are made" (Romans 1:20) to graphically portray for us "His invisible
attributes." The two books of God [natural and special revelation] are brought together in a captivating way
which provides not only a deep appreciation of the greatness of our God, but also, a very practical way to
"be ready to give a defense" (1 Peter 3:15) for the hope that is in us. — Earl D. Radmacher, Th.D., President Emeritus
and Distinguished Professor of Theology Emeritus, Western Conservative Baptist Seminary

